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And the mlcroscrope made it certain
that, somehow or other, porous filter
sand does stop most of the microbes
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"I notice that with the outbreak of a typhoid germ. When the discovery of
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demic wrought havoc, there was some Yes, it was perfectly absurd, but the
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"I do not think there is cause for the sense or smell. A microbe, on
alarm, but after the splendid manner the other ha
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public assumption that such masks af swering the missionary booklet, 'Anthe Call,'
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ford protection. The openings in an missionary societies,prepared
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pastoral letter and directions for home
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CHRISTMAS DINNER DESSERT
carry church news concerning the
Nevertheless, public opinion is right, to
sick
and the needy. Instead of goNow
opinand a part, at least, of scientific
ing to sleep in the face of an emerion is wrong for the influenza mask
gency, this church will simply adapt
ts
really does protect, and certain
program to the new circumstances.
offer explanations as to how it its
Perhaps
before it finishes the employEngineering
and
does it. A writer in
Contracting (Chicago) deals enter- ment of its new devices, it will be
tainingly with the beginning, prog- ready to subscribe to the optimist
ress, and present state of the con- creed that it is an ill wind that blows
troversy. The commonest argument nobody any good."
against the "flu" masks, the writer
OFFICER LEARNS TO SAVE
notes, is that the openings in the
mask bear the same relation in size Finds "ot Only Money But Time Goes
to a microbe as a barn door to a
Farther After War.
mouse. For example, a doctor recentIn Bricks
AMERICAN
PRESS HEADQUARly wrote to a daily paper protesting
against the use of these masks, say TERS, BRITISH FRONT, Dec. 23.
Orders will be taken up to noon Tuesday for the
ing:
"What have I got out or the war?
An Old Argument.
Well, let's see. . . I believe the
Christmas Special.
" 'If the gauze worn over the face principle
lesson I'll take back to
is expected to prevent the entrance of America with me will be that of econmicroorganisms to the respiratory omy.
tract it seems that the absurdity would
"For weeks I could go without
be apparent to those who know that
Pfeiffer's bacillus, pneuraococcl, or
steptococci, must be magnified many
at all,
hundreds of times to
PHONE 360
and that if the ordinary gauze mask
be magnified to the same extent it
woudl show the meshes to be so large
as to apparently offer no obstruction
to the house-flSuch an attempt to
mechanically prevent germ invasion
might be compared to fencing against
fleas in Florida with barbed wire."
"This, comments the writer of the
article, sounds very plausible, but is
fallacious reasoning. The very same'
sort of argument was used nearly half
a century ago against uttering water
to remove typhoid germs:
"'The argument then took this
form: 'The interstices between the
grains of sand in a filter are as large
CHRISTIV1AS CANDIES, NUTS, DATES, FIGS,
compared with the typhoid bacillus as
in fact, everything to eat for the children and the older
a door is to a mouse. If all the doors
of a house were open, a mouse could
that
things
folks, too. Let us sell you these little
w--x
pass from garret to cellar without be
ing stopped. How absurd, then. Is
really make Christmas.
the belief that a typhoid germ can
be caught while wandering through a
layer of sand a foot or two thick.'
"'It seem very 'absurd,' doesn't It?
Yet when an actual count of the germs
in a drop of raw water was made, and
Everyone knows that Christmas Dinner isn't complete
a similar count was made of the germs
or
Chicken,
Goose
without a
In the same water after filtration
through a thin bed of sand, it was
We sell them dresied and ready for the baking pan.
found
that only one germ In a hunSend your order here and it will be filled promptly.
dred had passed through! 'Incredible,' but true. Of one hundred 'mice'
that started In at the garret to go
downstairs, only one reached the cellar, although every door was open.
Now this was no speculation or guess.
The microscope, after Dr. Robert
Sold
AH Good
Koch's discoveries forty years ago.
could be used to count the microbes
700 BROADWAY
PHONE 204
In a measured volume of water even
as one might count mice in a trap.
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spending a cent, and I've more money
tied up in Liberty Bonds and in the
bank than I ever saved before, on an
officer's pay about halt my civilian
salary.
"That economy worked in raany
ways. For one thing, I didn't spend a
cent on theaters. Money for clothes
was only a small item after you had
your outfit, and we all tried to keep our
kit in shape so that we would not
have to be buying new things all the
time.
"We learned to organize our day so
mat we might economize in minutes,
and the time we allowed to ourselves
we spent with greatest efficiency. At
least, our company officers did. We
had profitable discussions, read a lot
and kept our mind on our work back
home that we would not get too rusty.
"A good example of this general
economy is the many uses to which
we put one pail of water. In some
camps (we could only be spared one
small pall of water each morning. I
used this for brushing my teeth, shaving, washing, sometimes
d

OF ICE CREAM

you won't know how

really fine a
refreshment or dessert it makes until you taste Frozen Gold. Once you
do that your appreciation of ice cream
will be doubled.
Sounds like a bfg
claim possibly. Put it to the test of
actual trial and you'll think we have
been very modest about it.
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EVERY GOOD THING
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Dressed Poultry
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Distinctive Sterling Flatware
MARYLAND
designs in silver have the charm
that does notwearoff with long
familiarity. This is particularly true of the
Maryland, which has won great popularity in the
short time it has been on the market.

COLONIAL

For the bride, nothing more appropriate could
than a chest of this beautiful pattern.
Single pieces or sets of which there is a large variety make charming gifts for any occasion where
sterling silver is appropriate.
be chosen
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